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Learn about PwC’s Well-Being 

Learning Project: A study of the 

benefits and impact of employee 

well-being, by PwC US

Good read

Definition – Mental health

According to the World Health Organisation (WHO), 

mental health is defined as more than the absence of a 

mental disorder – it's rather a complete state of physical, 

mental, emotional and social well-being. Indeed, there is 

no health without mental health, just as there is no health 

without physical health. In the same way that our physical 

health can fluctuate, so too can our mental health. 

According to the organisation Cognacity, we are all on a 

mental health continuum. It’s normal for us to move 

between thriving mentally and, at other times, struggling 

mentally, depending on what challenges we are facing 

and how well equipped we are to deal with these. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has brought new challenges to 

our mental health, causing unprecedented changes in 

routines along with stress and uncertainty. This means 

that it’s more important than ever to take steps to nourish 

and safeguard our mental well-being. Understanding what 

causes stress and taking action to manage our stress 

levels is a key part of looking after our well-being. 

The ‘Stress Container’ is one way of thinking about it. If 

you are feeling resilient, your container may have room 

for plenty of pressure before you start to struggle and feel 

overwhelmed or stressed. But if you are feeling 

vulnerable, your container may be small and fill up 

quickly. 

Research – and feedback from our people at PwC US – proves that a focus on well-being isn’t a soft skill. It’s a core 

business skill needed to sustain high performance in and outside of work. Be well, work well, our global well-being 

programme, helps you sustain maximised energy, so you can be your personal and professional best self. By 

prioritising well-being and resilience, we improve our collective ability to thrive in a world that's moving and 

changing faster than ever.

PwC US’s Well-Being Learning Project

On this basis, the promotion, protection and 

restoration of mental health should be regarded as a 

vital concern of individuals, communities and 

organisations throughout the world.

The WHO asks that mental health in the workplace be 

made a priority for all business leaders globally. In line 

with The Davos Agenda 2021, global companies agreed 

on six recommendations on how to improve workplace 

mental health:

• Support a more hybrid workforce

• Lead by example

• Build mental well-being into your leadership culture

• Engage, understand and support staff

• Get feedback from your people across the organisation

• Take a broad view of what you class as mental health 

support

PwC believes that mental health matters and we are 

taking action to support your mental health.

This Mental Health Action Plan aims to support you and 

your team, as well as our clients, with practical actions to 

improve the workplace in order to support mental health.

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/purpose-and-values/well-being-learning-project.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/mental-health-strengthening-our-response
https://www.cognacity.co.uk/
https://mhfaengland.kokodigital.co.uk/frame_content.php
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/be-well-work-well.html
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/purpose-and-values/well-being-learning-project.html
https://www.weforum.org/events/the-davos-agenda-2021
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WHY – Creating a culture of well-being

Individual impact

You and your colleagues are likely to be familiar with the 

experience of being under pressure. It’s normal to feel 

this way in the current situation. Stress and the feelings 

associated with it are by no means a reflection that you 

can’t do your job or that you’re ‘weak’. Managing your 

mental health and psychosocial well-being during this 

time is as important as managing your physical 

health. You can actively support the creation of a culture 

of openness and care by becoming a ’mental health 

advocate’.

Team impact

Every mind is unique and each person’s situation is 

different. We exist on a spectrum from ‘surviving to 

thriving’, ‘disengaged to engaged’ and ‘struggling to 

focussing’. Understanding what matters most to each and 

every member of a team is the key to making well-being 
successful – as individuals and as a team.

Firm impact

The well-being and mental health by each and every one 

of us is influenced by the work environment we create. 

This includes our culture as well as values, behaviours, 

beliefs and daily practices.

Improving our mental health begins with how we look out 

for each other, make time for one another and lead and 

communicate effectively. Whilst well-being is first and 

foremost a personal responsibility, we as a firm are 

committed to creating an energising and healthy work 

environment.

WHAT – Build trust and show care

Building a sense of belonging in teams brings a sense of 

identity, value and trust, and it builds a team’s power, 

motivation and empowerment. Building trust in the 

workplace has a big impact on how we collaborate and 

work together. The best way to do this is to cultivate 

strong relationships and overcome our fear to show 

vulnerability. We want to encourage our people to be 

open minded and comfortable sharing their experiences 

and challenges with each other.

HOW – Your action

How are you doing? It all starts with a conversation!

This Mental Health Action Plan offers resources to each 

individual – team leaders as well as team members – and 

describes PwC’s resources to help manage and talk 

about well-being and mental health. This is an important 

step towards building greater trust.

Therefore, we ask you to join in by taking action:

Start a conversation in your team, with your coach, with 

your coachee and with your peers.

Your contact

Nicole Hättenschwiler

Culture, Change and Well-being 

Manager, PwC Switzerland

Impact of 
mental 
health

Our well-being programme

Be well, work well at PwC Switzerland 
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Have a look

https://www.pwc.ch/en/careers-with-pwc/pwc-as-an-employer/be-well-work-well.html#:~:text='Be%20Well%2C%20Work%20Well'%20is%20PwC's%20effort%20to%20create,%2C%20emotional%2C%20mental%20and%20spiritual.
mailto:nicole.haettenschwiler@pwc.ch
https://www.pwc.ch/en/careers-with-pwc/pwc-as-an-employer/be-well-work-well.html#:~:text='Be%20Well%2C%20Work%20Well'%20is%20PwC's%20effort%20to%20create,%2C%20emotional%2C%20mental%20and%20spiritual.
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Quick wins for your well-being and mental health

1% method

Small changes have a big impact. 

For example, take care of yourself 

every day for 10 minutes. At the 

end of the week, that’s over one 

hour and after one year an 

impressive 62 hours. 

Journaling

Berkeley University carried out a study 

about journaling. And the result shows 

that people who write down their 

successes and what they are thankful for 

increase their emotional feelings to 

become more positive. 

Don’t skip lunch

By skipping lunch, you 

decrease your productivity, 

leaving you irritable, fatigued 

and unable to concentrate. 

Prioritise mealtimes by 

blocking time in your calendar. 

Awareness

This is one of the most important bases for 

mental health. Try to be aware in your daily life. 

The following routines can help: close your eyes 

and feel your body, breathe in and out three times 

or notice ten new things around your workspace.

Step outside for 

a break

Besides exposure to 

sunlight (which has all 

sorts of benefits), 

stepping outside for 15 

minutes a day has 

been linked to better 

mental health.

Reduce news

Especially in 

these times, we 

can be 

overloaded with 

difficult news. Try 

to avoid checking 

the news several 

times a day.  

Set your ‘personal islands’

Every Sunday evening, think 

about the coming week and 

set your personal islands. For 

example, Monday morning 

sport or Wednesday evening 

a relaxing bath. Prioritise 

personal time the same way 

you would prioritise an 

important meeting. Take this 

time for yourself and recharge 

your batteries.

‘STOP’ technique

The next time you find 

yourself in a stressful 

situation, remember this 

technique: Stop, Take a 

breath, Observe, Proceed. 

With these steps we are able 

to be present and de-escalate 

our stress before it grows.

Where your focus goes, the energy flows

Think about your energy. How is your energy 

level at the moment? Where do you invest the 

most and the least? What feels the most 

important to you? Then concentrate on this. As 

soon as you focus on the thing that gives you 

positive energy, the others will change too.

Talk about your 

mental health

Be brave and talk about your 

mental health if you are not 

feeling well. Every one of us 

has such days. It’s important 

to just talk about it and, 

when you do, it helps. 

Focus on one task

Keeping your focus on one 

task at work helps you to 

keep your energy balanced 

and gives you a better 

result.

4PwC I

Individual 
actions

‘Block your O’clocks’

• Block an hour at lunch time in

your calendar

• Don’t set your default meeting time to

30 or 60 minutes, but plan and

schedule the actual time needed

• Regularly dedicate time to focus on

doing by setting ‘No Meeting Hours’

• Set working hours to let colleagues

know when it’s best to work with you

Start

Energise yourself with PwC’s Habit 

Bank

Continue

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/be-well-work-well/habit-bank.html
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Actions for leaders and coaches

As a team or engagement leader and as a coach, you play 

an important role in building a culture of trust in which our 

people feel engaged, connected and supported. One of the 

most effective trust-building strategies is to create personal 

connections: get to know your team and let them get to 

know you too. Build a sense of togetherness by letting 

them know you are all part of the team, talking openly 

about health and well-being, and showing them that you 

care.

Talk openly about well-being and mental health

Your team members and coachees will have different 

circumstances, concerns and preferences. Talk openly and 

without judgement about well-being and mental health.

• Be a good role model to your team by ‘walking the well-

being talk’.

• Have regular quick catch-ups with individual team 
members and your coachees. You can also encourage 
them to set up virtual coffee breaks or even holding 
monthly well-being meetings.

• Encourage your team members and coachees to either 
make use of your firm's well-being offerings or out-of-

work well-being practices.

• Ensure working hour limits and talk to your team and 
coaches on how you can switching-off work. 

What are the signs that someone at work may be 

mentally unwell?

The following signs might help you to notice that someone 

on your team or one of your coachees may be mentally 

unwell: 

• Extreme mood changes, irritability, tearfulness

• Impulsive or aggressive behaviour

• Becoming withdrawn

• Looking tired, difficulty in concentrating

• Missing deadlines, making uncommon mistakes

• Frequent short-term absences

Well-being conversation. These questions can help you 

navigate the conversation:

• How are you feeling today? How do you manage

your day?

• What works for you to help your mind thrive?

• What do you do to build and maintain your

mental fitness?

• What do you do to drive your personal sustainability?

• How can I support you with your challenges?

Mental health conversation. Have an open conversation 

by following the R.O.G.E.R. guidance (© ensa):

• Respond, approach, assess and assist – before you

talk about mental health, take some time to think and

plan the best way to approach the conversation.

Respect the person’s privacy and confidentiality, allow

enough time for reflection and don’t put pressure on

them. Always follow up, if necessary.

• Offer a non-judgmental ear and communicate

openly. Ask open questions that show you genuinely

care (e.g. ’I have the feeling that...’). Use non-verbal

communication skills (e.g. maintain eye contact, pay

attention to the body language).

• Give support (emotional support, hope for recovery or

practical help) and information on effective help (getting

help early means recovery will be faster!).

• Encourage appropriate professional help e.g. general

practitioner (family doctor), counselling, psychological

treatment.

• Rev up the resources – remind them of possibility of

reaching out to family, friends, community and/or others

who have experience of mental illnesses.

Know where to find help

 Reach out to Be well, work well and request mental

health training for your team

 Reach out to your HC Business Partner

 Reach out to your Employee Assistance 
Programme (EAP)

Team 
actions
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Recognising signs and signals of 

mental health issues

Good read

‘How are you doing?’ – Petra explains 

why this question should be asked 

more often

Get inspired

mailto:CH_BeWellWorkWell@pwc.ch
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/assets/pwc-recognizing-signs-signals-companion.pdf
https://www.pwc.ch/en/careers-with-pwc/careers-blog/keep-team-spirit-high-within-the-new-normal.html
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Actions for team members

Take care of yourself and of your team members

Well-being means different things to different people. 

Talking with your team about mental health and well-

being is important but so is looking out for each other as 

team colleagues and taking care of yourself.

Self-management: Take care of yourself

You can’t pour from an empty cup. Your well-being is a 

valuable asset. Take care of yourself and set clear 

boundaries between your professional and personal life. If 

you having difficulty in organising everything, talk to your 

coach or team leader to find a solution.

Set limits for sending e-mails and making calls, e.g., not 

after 10 pm and before 7 am. It’s also a good idea to 

indicate to others a deadline to respond to your e-mails.

Find habits which help you to have a clear mind and 

reduce stress. For example, walks, yoga, meditation, 

massage or jogging, etc. Have a look at your well-ebing 
offerings and find a session or tool that supports your 

personal well-being.

Take your break as a real break. Try to avoid working and 

having lunch at the same time.

Find a well-being buddy in your team. Set weekly check-in 

meetings and talk about how you are doing.

Know where to find help

 Reach out to your HC Business Partner

 Reach out to your Employee 

Assistance Programme (EAP) 

Have a look at the Rest and Recovery 

Toolkit to get ideas on how to improve 

your and your team's well-being

Play

6PwC I

Cultivate good team practices to be well, work well

Talk with your team colleagues

Whenever you notice signs and signals of a colleague 

not feeling well, reach out and connect with them, ask 

how they are feeling and listen without judgement.

The following is important when offering your support:

• Show care and offer support, but avoid taking on the 
role of a ‘therapist’: Set clear boundaries and be careful 
not to take on the responsibility for someone else’s 

well-being or recovery.

• If you are feeling overwhelmed after supporting a 
colleague, reach out to your coach or to your Employee 
Assistance Programme. 

Stay connected

Plan a team or buddy break during the day and/or make 

time to do something fun regularly as a team, e.g.

 Digital tea/coffee, team lunch or apéro

 Digital sports activities over lunch and/or in

the evening

 Digital team games/challenges

Good read

Manage your energy, not your time

by Tony Schwartz and 

Catherine McCarthy

Team 
actions

https://www.pwc.ch/en/careers-with-pwc/pwc-as-an-employer/be-well-work-well.html#:~:text='Be%20Well%2C%20Work%20Well'%20is%20PwC's%20effort%20to%20create,%2C%20emotional%2C%20mental%20and%20spiritual.
https://vivid.pwc.ch/pages/be-well-work-well/apps/wiki/be-well-work-well/list/view/7a8700c3-d78a-460f-a1ef-ce221738f56a?currentLanguage=NONE
https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/assets/pwc-recognizing-signs-signals-companion.pdf
https://hbr.org/2007/10/manage-your-energy-not-your-time
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Firm 
actions

Be well, work well at PwC

The Well

Learn

Be well, work well is PwC’s investment in well-being

Be well, work well is PwC’s effort to create an environment where our people are encouraged to bring their best and true 

selves to work and are supported in achieving greater well-being and mental health by fuelling themselves across four 

dimensions of energy: physical, emotional, mental and spiritual.

Although our well-being is first and foremost a personal responsibility, at PwC we are committed to supporting our people 

in staying well. This includes working to ensure that our organisational systems, practices and behaviours are supportive of 

our people’s well-being. At PwC, we see actively managing our personal well-being as an important part of leading self. 

Supporting others in managing their personal well-being is an important part of leading others.

With Be well, work well we offer a number of possibilities that help keep our energy reserves in tip-top order. Be well, work 

well brings offerings from the four energy dimensions in order to emerge from stressful periods stronger, healthier, and 

eager for the next challenge.

Our current offerings – For better well-being and mental health

Physical Mental Emotional Spiritual

In
d

iv
id

u
a
l

• Nutrition webinars

• 1:1 nutrition advice

sessions

• Weekly online workouts

• Yoga subscription

• Ergonomic consultations

• 1:1 resilience strategy

sessions

• Mental health training

• Psychological

counselling

@12 educational 

lunch webinars

• Subscription to the

Mindfulness App Calm for

all employees

• Live meditation sessions

T
e
a
m

Challenges

• 30d corporate step

challenge

• Yearly bike to work

Team building toolkits to 

improve resilience

• Busy season toolkit

• Home office toolkit

• Remote working toolkit

E-Kudos cards to

show recognition

Coaching guidelines on well-

being

F
ir

m

• Annual working time model to foster flexibility

• Water, nuts, fruits, and #lactosefree in our offices

• Well-being benefits platform

• Sleep and relaxation rooms

• Educational trainings on Vantage

• Employee Assistance Programme: Our EAP, is completely confidential and free of charge for our employees.

Consultants will help you find solutions and give you advice on the professional and private challenges you face,

and on practical as well as emotional issues.

• Well-being ambassador group

• Inspirational colleagues: Let’s make our role models visible

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/about-us/be-well-work-well.html
https://thewell.pwc.com/about
https://www.pwc.ch/en/careers-with-pwc/pwc-as-an-employer/be-well-work-well.html
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Be well, 
work well
Your Mental 
Health Action Plan

Our commitment – Mental health

At PwC Switzerland, we believe that mental health matters and we are taking action to support your mental health. 

Andreas Staubli, CEO PwC Switzerland, signed the Mental Health Leadership Pledge by the Global Business 

Collaboration (GBC) for Better Workplace Mental Health and therefore commits to driving the change needed by making 

mental health a visible priority in the way PwC operates.

At PwC Switzerland, we commit to

1. Developing and delivering an action plan to support good mental health in our organisation. 

2. Promoting an open culture around mental health, working towards eliminating stigma.

3. Taking proactive steps to develop our culture and ways of working towards creating positive mental health and 

reducing mental ill-health.

4. Empowering all our people to manage and prioritise their own mental health and to support one another.

5. Signposting our people to mental health tools and the support they need.

6. Regularly measuring the impact of our efforts, being open about our progress, to influence and inspire change in our 

organisation and beyond.

At PwC, we think our people’s well-being 

is a critical success factor. Making it 

central to how we work and rooting it 

deeply within our purpose and our values 

has a strong positive impact on both our 

people and our clients.

Andreas Staubli, CEO, PwC Switzerland

© 2021 PwC. All rights reserved. In this document, “PwC” refers to PricewaterhouseCoopers AG which is a member firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers 

International Limited, each member firm of which is a separate legal entity. 

This toolkit was created by PwC 

Switzerland in cooperation with 

ensa – ensa is a programme of the 

Swiss Foundation Pro Mente 

Sana, co-initiated and supported 

by the Beisheim Foundation.

http://betterworkplacemh.com/pledge
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The importance of rest and recovery


“ “We live in a global, networked, ‘always on, always connected,’ 24/7 environment — one where demand often exceeds capacity. It’s easy to talk about the importance of 
wellbeing — but how do we move from rhetoric to a shift in mindset and new ways of working in the face of real world demands?


- Michael Fenlon,Chief People Officer


Why?


People expect time to rest and recover
To attract and retain the best talent we need to understand that in today’s society, employees value the time to rest 
and recover in return for their performance, and this is fast becoming a non-negotiable element of the expectations 
they have for their professional lives.


Legal and societal expectations 
In many territories, there are increasing legal and societal expectations around rest and recovery. Non compliant 
organisations have, and continue to experience negative publicity. These trends suggest a need to shift away from 
traditional working styles.


To live our purpose
Burnout and wellbeing issues are becoming one of society’s main problems. To align with our purpose, we should 
incorporate rest and recovery as an area that will have a significant return on investment for our people and society. 


Rest and recovery should be a normal part of our working day and not a luxury for some during weekends  
and holidays. 


As wellbeing professionals we can use our knowledge as power to influence those who can drive 
change and improve our people’s experience. 


How?


Give individuals the power to identify their individual rest and recovery needs 
Allow people and teams to embrace what’s important to them by equipping them with resources to aid 
conversation and inspire new and different ways of working. Our people are diverse, therefore each individual will 
develop rest and recovery habits that are meaningful and impactful for them. 


Create a culture where rest and recovery is business as usual 
Encourage leaders and teams to support each other’s rest and recovery journey through sharing habits, storytelling 
and leadership role modelling. Develop positive team dynamics with full leadership support at every level.


Make it stick
Utilise technology, team activities, and available resources to build team engagement and momentum. Encourage 
accountability within teams and recognise those who are doing this well by building rest and recovery into their 
professional and personal lives. 


To create change and encourage a culture of rest and recovery within our people we need full 
engagement and role modelling at every level. 
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Purpose of this toolkit


You can use this toolkit to: 


• Encourage teams to recognise and respect individual rest and recovery needs and have relevant conversations
• Inform leadership conversations around wellbeing strategy 
• Create your own rest and recovery initiatives in your territory
• Use the content for territory intranets, in newsletters and for town hall/ all hands meetings


Audience


All of our people at PwC can benefit from rest and recovery within their territories, LoS and teams: 
• PwC partners, team leaders and individuals 
• All territories 
• Client facing and internal staff (XLos)
• All grades
• Wellbeing Professionals 


Z Z Z


1. This toolkit is for use by Wellbeing Professionals across all territories. It focuses on the importance of rest and           
 recovery in its various forms, as a critical component of sustainable performance within our people - both in   
 their professional and personal lives. 
2. This toolkit has been designed to inspire you as Wellbeing Professionals to create rest and recovery initiatives in  
 your territory. 
3. This toolkit has been designed for global use, therefore we understand that you may want to tailor your    
 approach to be territory specific. This is just a guide.
4. We have broken down our approach to rest and recovery into six elements: nutrition, movement, sleep, breaks,  
 mindfulness and technology breaks; providing detail on each element in the ‘what, why and how’ section. 
5. To support this toolkit, we have created a Vantage composition that includes a Rest and Recovery Toolkit for   
 individual use. This is a practical toolkit for use by our people, to provide knowledge about rest and recovery   
 and to encourage the inclusion of new habits into daily professional and personal lives. 
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Why rest and recovery is important


As an individual 


Workloads will always increase and decrease and deadlines and pressure are a part of work life. However, when 
we’re not allowing ourselves the time needed to rest and recover, this will affect our performance and wellbeing, 
both in our professional and personal lives. 


We don’t have to be in perfect shape physically, mentally and emotionally to be good at our job, but if we neglect 
our bodies or minds, and do not allow for rest and recovery, we may not have enough sustained energy for 
effective performance in all aspects of our lives. 


How will you benefit from sufficient rest and recovery?
1. Keep your brain sharp
2. Be more creative
3. Get more done (in less time)
4. Make better decisions
5. Prevent illness
6. Catch up on sleep
7. Have time to review and reflect


Managing our energy resources in a responsible way by prioritizing regular rest and recovery will allow us to 
prevent mental and physical burnout so that our mind is functioning at its best any time we sit down to work.


As an individual, have you developed consistent rest and recovery habits that enerise and allow you  
to perform sustainably and at your best through quiet and busy times in your professional and  
personal life?


As a leader 


When managing teams, it is a common misconception that non-performance time is wasted time. As a leader 
it is important that you see the value of rest and recovery, and that it’s a key component for the sustainable 
performance and wellbeing of your people.


People strive to perform their best in the workplace, with many working overtime and agreeing to take on extra 
projects, rarely take a step away from their desk. In reality, this “constant high performance” mentality isn’t effective, 
rewarding, sustainable or healthy.  


By helping to achieve the right balance, your teams can encourage sustainable performance and wellbeing, where 
people perform consistently and feel engaged. 


This means encouraging your team to take breaks during the day, relax on weekends, actually take their vacation 
days, and unplug from work devices. 


By incorporating and encouraging rest and recovery habits within your teams, you will be contributing to a cultural 
shift within your clients and people by setting the standards and using your positive influence over others. 


As a leader, what are you role modeling and advocating as healthy, sustainable rest and recovery 
habits within your teams?


...
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How does rest and recovery affect your performance?


Sustainable Unsustainable Burnout


Living at a sustainable performance level allows you to able to begin each 
day with the same vitality as the day before, in order to do the things you 
want to do in both your professional and personal lives. 
Achieving this involves taking enough time to recover from the stresses and 
strains of the day, the week and  the month. 
Recovering our physical, mental and emotional energy is just as important 
as using it.


 - Productive 


 - Engaged


 - Excited


 - Energised


 - Positive work life balance


 - Reduced productivity


 - Less engaged


 - Anxious 


 - Low energy


 - Negative work life balance


 - Unproductive


 - Not present


 - Stressed


 - No energy


 - Inability to switch off


Building in rest and recovery to allow for 
sustainable performance 


Beginning to neglect rest and recovery and 
performance becomes unsustainable


If rest and recovery is neglected for too 
long, this will eventually lead to burnout 


When we begin to neglect certain or all of our rest and recovery 
habits we find that performing at a sustainable level in our 
professional and personal lives becomes more difficult, as we are 
not replenishing our physical, mental and emotional energy at the 
same rate as we are using it. 
Unsustainable performance can lead to stress and reduced 
engagement, if we do not incorporate rest and recovery at this 
point when it is most needed we will reach burnout.


Burnout is a state of emotional, physical, and mental exhaustion 
caused by excessive and prolonged stress. It occurs when you feel 
overwhelmed, emotionally drained, and unable to meet constant 
demands.
Burnout leads to us feeling tired and drained most of the time, with 
lowered immunity, frequent illnesses, frequent headaches or muscle 
pain and change in appetite or sleep habits - all which impact 
performance in our professional and personal lives. 
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Self reflection


This self-reflection tool can be used to encourage individuals to understand which areas of rest and recovery they can improve on, and to spark conversations around wellbeing generally.  


Read through the following statements and note down if you agree or disagree


I find it difficult to relax at the end the day - always / sometimes / never


always / sometimes / neverBy the end of the working day, I feel really worn out or exhausted -


always / sometimes / neverAfter my evening meal, I generally feel ready to fall asleep -


always / sometimes / neverAt the start of a weekend or vacation, it takes me a day or so to unwind -


always / sometimes / neverI rarely have the energy or interest to do activities after work, or spend time with friends and family -


always / sometimes / neverI spend most of my day sitting at the computer and rarely take lunch or other breaks - 


always / sometimes / neverI find it difficult to make time for movement during the day -


always / sometimes / neverI often skip meals, or reach for salty / sugary snacks throughout the day -


always / sometimes / neverI drink more than two cups of coffee or tea a day -


always / sometimes / neverI probably need to drink more water each day -


always / sometimes / neverI check my work emails last thing at night and/or as soon as I wake up -


always / sometimes / neverI have trouble falling asleep at night -


always / sometimes / neverI don’t feel like I get enough quality sleep each night -


always / sometimes / neverIt takes me a while to recover from stressful events -


always / sometimes / neverI have trouble switching off from work in my personal time -


Always
If you answered always for the majority of the statements, this suggests 
that, at present, you are experiencing a low level of recovery between 
working days. You might feel that you do not have the time to recover 
between working days, and that when you do try to recover, you still feel 
tired and unrefreshed.


Sometimes
If you answered sometimes for any of the statements, this indicates an 
area of your wellbeing that you can improve on through incorporating 
and sustaining some rest and recovery habits into your professional and 
personal life.


Never
If you answered never for the majority of the statements, this suggests 
that at present, you are experiencing a high level of recovery between 
working hours. Research shows that relaxing at home after a day’s work 
reduces our “need for recovery”, particularly for those with high job 
demands - your challenge now is to maintain this!
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Rest and Recovery - What, why and how


ZZ Z
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Nutrition


What?


• To maintain our physical energy we need to provide our brain and the rest of our body with a constant supply  
 of fuel, which comes from the food and drink we consume. 


• What we eat directly affects our physical, mental, and emotional wellbeing. When thinking about rest and   
 recovery to maintain performance during the day and week, we need to ensure we are consuming nutritious  
 food and drink. 


• The majority of food choices – often breakfast, lunch and snacks – are made during the day. Regularly   
 choosing healthy, nutritious food will promote rest and recovery along with sustainable performance as these  
 healthy choices become more automatic and repetitive.


Why?


• Sustainable performance 
 By incorporating nutritious foods into your diet, you can improve concentration and cognitive function,   
 boosting your performance, creativity and productivity both at work and at home. 


• Improved physical health 
 Focusing on nutrition will see many benefits, such as strong bones and teeth, a healthy heart, and preventing  
 many serious diseases and conditions.  


• Benefit mood and relationships 
 Making positive nutritional choices can keep you energised, happier, calmer and more engaged. 


• Sleep better  
 Fueling your body with the right food and drink creates an optimal environment for the body to repair overnight  
 and keep your bodily functions running effectively.


Nutrition
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Encourage healthy snacking 
 Giving your team the resources to source healthy options that increase focus and energy will make a  big   
 difference.  
 During in-person meetings meetings, provide healthy snack options. 


• Promote lunch breaks  
 Role model choosing healthy, energising food for lunch and taking breaks away from your desk. A    
 lunch break encourages people to engage with one another, eat a proper meal and get some fresh air – all  
 components that highly improve your team culture.


• Increase awareness and education 
 Connecting your team to nutrition resources and information empowers individuals to make the right    
 choices themselves and feel inspired to eat healthily.


Top tips for good nutrition  


Balanced diet Eat a balanced diet and reduce simple sugars. 
High-sugar foods can negatively impact energy 
levels by causing a spike in blood sugar followed 
by a crash during the day.


Always have breakfast Always eat breakfast. Eating first thing in the 
morning sends the body signals that it need not 
slow the metabolism to conserve energy. 


Block meal times Prioritise meal time by blocking out time and stick 
to taking a daily lunch break. 


Snack for energy Choose snacks high in lean protein and low in 
simple sugars to maintain energy throughout the 
day.


Don’t skip lunch Don’t skip lunch as this leads to lower 
productivity, irritability, fatigue and a lack of 
concentration.


Hydrate for your mind Drink plenty of water. Even mild dehydration 
can lead to decreased cognitive ability and a 
negatively impact mood and stamina. 


Nutrition


...
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Movement


What?


• Although we know the importance of physical exercise and movement on our health, often we tend to do one  
 block of exercise in a given day, and spend the rest of the day with limited movement. 


• With the nature of desk jobs, it’s easy to spend all day working with little to no movement incorporated into our  
 schedule. We should be looking for ways to incorporate movement throughout the day.


• We will see benefits from making simple changes such as changing postures. Mixing up our day with walking,  
 standing and sitting helps offset some of the problems that can result from prolonged sitting.


• Sitting in poor postures for long periods with little movement and few breaks for standing or walking can   
 impact our health and reduce our productivity. It’s important that our desk area is set up as best it can be to  
 encourage a comfortable posture.


Why?


• Reduced stress levels   
 Implementing movement throughout the day will relieve feelings of exhaustion and stress, which will allow for  
 more focus and engagement.


• Improved mood 
 Physical movement can lift your mood by releasing hormones. Even a short burst of activity can help you stay  
 focused and feeling positive.


• Benefits to physical health 
 Having regular movement throughout your day has a variety of health benefits, such as lowering stress levels,  
 reducing aches and pains and improving your metabolism.


• Increased mental energy 
 Movement can lead to improvement in motor function, attention and even cognitive speed - increasing   
 energy.


Movement
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Walking clubs and walking calls 
 Team walking clubs are an excellent way to encourage regular breaks and physical activity. Encourage   
 employees to form walking clubs with their colleagues and take two 10-minute walks each workday. Walking  
 calls are also a great way to build movement into your day, rather than sit at the computer all day.


• Exercise time 
 Encourage your team to take time to exercise in the day. Whether it’s going for a lunch time walk or hitting   
 the gym. Even encouraging people to adapt their daily commute to incorporate more activity can be a   
 great way to build movement into the day. If anyone works from home, encourage them to create a commute 
 in the morning and evening to create that transition from work to home life. 


• Encourage movement 
 Allow your employees to move away from their desks and promote a culture of movement wherever possible 
 in teams.


Top tips for movement  


Move at your desk Get up and move. At a minimum, make sure to 
get up and stretch regularly.


Step away and move Try to spend at least one break throughout the 
day engaged in physical activity. Walk to or from 
work, go for a lunchtime stroll or even stand up 
and walk a lap around the office or home the 
once every hour.


Frequent movement You do not need to have a formal exercise 
regime. Take lots of small breaks involving 
movement; they are easier to maintain than one 
long burst of exercise. 


Moving meetings Stand up or go for a walk during in person or 
virtual meetings where appropriate.


Stick to schedule Incorporate movement into your day by blocking 
time in your calendar to go for walks or attend 
gym classes.


Group movement Create momentum by encouraging movement 
between your colleagues and friends - having 
walking calls or walking meetings where possible.


Movement


...
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Sleep


What?


• It’s widely known that experts recommend adults get 7 to 9 hours of sleep per night. While this sounds easy  
 enough in theory, the reality is that life (work, errands, social activities, family) can easily get in the way.
• Healthy sleep supports cognitive performance, physical health and emotional wellbeing; it helps us be the   
 best we can be. And while sleep is an individual experience, how well we sleep affects the people around us  
 – at work and at home. 
• Getting good quality and consistent sleep aids rest and recovery as it gives us the stamina, resilience and  
 balance to perform consistently day after day. 
• In short, sleep allows us to keep functioning at our true potential. Too many people underestimate its    
 importance, but it’s actually the foundation when it comes to living a full, productive, healthy life. 
• Even if we’re taking steps in other areas to get healthier, like watching what we eat or exercising regularly, we  
 won’t reap the full benefits of these practices unless we’re also sleeping well.


Why?


• Physical health benefits  
 Good quality sleep can strengthen your immune system, keeps your blood sugar down and helps control   
 your weight, as well as other physical benefits.


• Improved mental energy  
 Sleep quality has an important influence on your cognitive functions; It helps your brain store new memories  
 from the day and gives your mind a much needed rest from a busy day.


• Boosted mood and relationships 
 Having a good sleep routine can make you feel healthier, happier, allow you to develop better relationships  
 and show more empathy towards other.


• Sustainable performance 
 By getting enough sleep you can perform more consistently during your work day and still have plenty of   
 energy for your home life. 


ZZ Z


Sleep
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Share sleep schedules
 - Have a team discussion on the importance of sleep so all team members share their preferred    


 sleeping and waking times. 
 - Having this information will foster consideration of scheduling early/late meetings, deadlines,carpooling/ 


 flights/ other travel arrangements. 


• Discourage working late and scheduling calls out of hours 
 Working extended days and long hours can have large impacts on our sleeping schedules, break eating   
 patterns, movement and eventually sleeping routines


• Promote discussion and sleep education  
 If leaders are having healthy discussions around sleep and its importance on rest and recovery, this will   
 encourage your team to do the same and implement positive changes. 


Top tips for sleep


Be consistent If you do nothing else, try to be as consistent 
as possible with your bedtime and wake time. 
Identify your personal sleep window: How much 
sleep do you need and when do you sleep best? 
Stick to these times weekday and weekend.


Unwind before bed time Establish a set of rituals to signal you are winding 
down: a cup of herbal tea, a hot shower or 
bubble bath, or a few minutes of reading or 
meditation. Avoid screen time at least one hour 
before you want to sleep.


Track your sleep Try tracking your sleep to see what type of sleep 
you are getting, or lacking, then look at what you 
can do to improve this.


Have a ritual Doing something relaxing every night before you 
go to bed will help tell your body it is time for 
sleep. For example, listening to relaxing music, 
taking a bath, reading a book or practicing 
mindfulness techniques 


Optimise your environment Optimise your environment: Make sure your 
bedroom is cool, dark, quiet and a comfortable 
place. Avoid TV, computers, tablets and phones 
before bed, as these emit blue light which 
suppresses melatonin. 


Take a nap Incorporate napping into your day, if it works 
for you. A 20 minute nap to help you combat 
tiredness in mid-morning or afternoon can be a 
useful tool. 


Sleep


...
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Taking breaks


What?


• Without taking adequate breaks, our productivity, mental wellbeing and overall performance begin to suffer.  
 We could find ourselves suffering chronic stress that can easily lead to burnout. 
• It’s important to take breaks throughout the workday – including lunch breaks. These breaks are essential   
 in helping to de-stress and re-charge for the rest of the day. Regular breaks can also help improve overall job  
 satisfaction and create a better people experience. 
• Taking breaks from work is important for recovery and high performance. Energy isn’t unlimited and we need  
 to rest to be our best selves. Mental breaks increase productivity, replenish attention, solidify memories, and  
 encourage creativity. 
• We can sustain our performance by actually doing less work at key times—and by taking short breaks,   
 stepping away from the task, stretching and taking a walk outside. 
• Whilst the act of taking breaks is a huge step in the right direction, it’s also important to make sure that these  
 breaks are healthy and boost our mental health as opposed to creating feelings of guilt after taking breaks. 
• Setting boundaries with work is important. Blocking off your work hours from personal time is key to    
 maintaining work life balance and avoiding burnout.


Why?


• Improved thinking and strategising 
 Taking a break, stepping back, and reassessing your goals and priorities to make sure that you’re giving your  
 attention to the right tasks and projects allows you to focus on the bigger picture. 


• Increased creativity 
 Giving your brain time to rest and recharge will energise you for the next task ahead. Allowing your brain to  
 focus on it’s cognitive capacity can increase focus to perform creative tasks.


• Developing healthy habits 
 Regular breaks, including a lunch break, give you time to practice healthy habits. You can use break times to  
 engage in a self-care activity that aids your rest and recovery. 


• Be more productive 
 Building regular breaks into your day will also give you a series of mini deadlines to work towards, which can  
 motivate you to finish a task more quickly. 


Breaks
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Encourage breaks during the day and lead by example
 - Encourage regular breaks throughout the workday, including a lunch break, to promote  recovery and   


 improve productivity
 - When your team sees their leaders taking breaks, this will give them permission to do the  


 same.


• Insist on renewal
 - Communicate that optimal performance is linked with rest and taking breaks 
 - Encourage people to set sensible limits on work hours
 - Make sure your team members take their full vacation time
 - Raise the topic - ask your people what they would benefit from


• Discuss the benefits  
 Invite experts to come and talk to the team about the importance of rest and recovery. This will help to shift  
 people’s perspectives


Top tips for taking breaks


Take micro-breaks Take regular mini-breaks (5-10 minutes).
Use these five sources of restoration: eat healthy 
food, hydrate, get up and move around, and 
check in with yourself mentally.


Change your scenery Get a change of scenery and don’t sit in the 
same place all day. If you have space, move
to different locations for different tasks, e.g. when 
attending calls where you don’t need a desk/
chair - stand up and move around. 


Block time  for lunch in  
your calendar


Don’t eat lunch at your desk. Taking a break 
in the middle of the day for lunch is a recovery 
period, allowing you to come back refreshed and 
reinvigorated for the second half of the day


End your work day Create a buffer zone for finishing work everyday 
that allows you to transition from work to home. 
For example; create a commute, go for a run, 
meditate, listen to music - and make it a daily 
routine at the end of each working day


Use weekends and holidays Make sure that you’re ending your week and  
avoid weekend working as much as possible..
Use your annual leave to recharge and recover. 
take a digital detox, change of scenery, learn 
something new, do something creative.


Breaks


...
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Mindfulness


What?


• There are many forms of meditation and it doesn’t require a studio to practice it. There are guided mindfulness  
 and meditation sessions on Vantage, as well as a host of apps, online videos and podcasts to help you   
 master this at your own level and pace, and according to how much time you have.
• Many professionals benefit from periods of rhythmic, controlled breathing for short durations (even a minute  
 or two) to calm their mind. This is a form of “biofeedback,” which research shows is an effective self-   
 management tool in high-stress situations.
• One common mindfulness strategy is to have a “mantra,” a word or phrase that can foster a meditative state,  
 diminish stress, and foster creativity by giving the brain the rest it craves. “Breath in peace.. Breath  
 out calm..”
• Mindfulness is not just about our minds but our physical, emotional and spiritual wellbeing, too. Taking time to  
 be mindful can improve responses to stressful situations and help to find focus for large complex tasks. 
• Mindfulness is not just about our minds but our whole beings - when we are all mind, things can get rigid,   
 when we are all heart, things can get chaotic - both leading to stress. But when they work together, the heart  
 leading through empathy, the mind guiding us with focus and attention, we become harmonious.
• Mindfulness can be done at any time. Sitting at our desk, out walking, at home on the bed. Just taking the  
 time to bring attention to the rising and falling of our breath can can diffuse stress and anxiety, help with focus 
 and promote positivity.


Why?


• Improved focus 
 Practicing mindfulness and meditation has been shown repeatedly to improve your ability to sustain attention  
 and decrease external and internal distractions.


• Increase innovation and creativity 


 Mindfulness meditation practice can lead to improvements in problem-solving with creative solutions as well  
 as promote creation of bold and creative thinking.


• Improved mood 
 The consistent practice of mindfulness meditation can also have a positive impact on your overall mood,   
 including boosting optimism and satisfaction.


• Reduced stress levels  


 If you practice mindfulness meditation, you can see a reduction in stress-related symptoms and an increased  
 sense of control in your life. 


• Strengthen relationships   


 If you meditate, you will have more acceptance towards others in your life, therefore creating more welcoming  
 and holistic home and work environments.


Mindfulness
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Offer a quiet space
 Offer employees a quiet area to retreat when they need to clear their minds and recharge. Employees can  
 use this space to mediate, read or listen to some relaxing music.


• Provide time for healthy habits 


 Encouraging breaks, including a lunch break, will give employees time to practice healthy habits in the   
 workplace such as mindfulness.


• Spark the mindfulness conversation
 - Signpost or provide resources to support mindfulness (i.e. Vantage resources/ Calm or Headspace app)
 - Bring in experts within the firm to host sessions and encourage a mindful culture.


Top tips for mindfulness


Habit breaking Choose a habit such as brushing your teeth, 
drinking your morning coffee or taking a shower 
and simply pay attention to what’s happening 
while you do it - taking a regular activity that trains 
your mind to be still, fully present and connect 
with yourself.


Breathing Help to settle your mind by doing a simple 
breathing exercise. The pace of the outbreath is 
key for slowing your thoughts and being more 
present in the moment. 


Meditate in whatever time you 
have available


Meditation can be as short as a few breaths and 
as long as a few hours, even while on the move. 
At any time we choose, we can take a moment 
to bring our attention to the rising and falling of 
our breath without our conscious interference. 


Mindful eating Use the time you spend eating to focus solely 
on the act of consuming food. Take this time to 
think about what your food looks like, smells like, 
tastes like. This will help to focus and calm your 
mind. 


Mindfulness before bed Practice five minutes of mindfulness when you 
go to bed. Do five minutes sitting on your bed 
before you go to sleep.


Mindfulness


...
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Technology breaks


What?


• Take a break from screens and tasks to return with a clear mind and be able to tackle them more efficiently. 
• The most effective breaks are spent away from all screens, preferably on your feet or in the company of    
 others. But the best break of all is the one that makes you feel good - whether it be a 20-minute power nap   
 or 10-minute stroll. 
• By overusing technology and not taking breaks from our devices, we reduce our ability to pay attention,    
 problem solve, control our impulses and make decisions. 
• Be mindful of your team mates. If working late and sending emails, can you use a ‘scheduled send’ so that   
 they’re not tempted to respond out of hours?
• People who are more anxious about being apart from their phones use their phones more during a typical    
 day, and also wake up to check their phones more often at night. This can have a negative impact on sleep   
 and stress levels. 
• People who are anxious about staying connected are more likely to use their technology right up until bedtime.   
 The blue wavelength light from LED-based devices (phones, tablets, computers) increases the release    
 of cortisol in the brain, which makes us more alert, and inhibits the production of melatonin, which is needed to  
 fall asleep. 
• Setting boundaries is important. Blocking off work hours from personal time is key to maintaining work life    
 balance, which improves productivity and reduces stress and the risk of burnout.


Why?


• Boost focus and productivity 
 Constant texts and emails disrupt your focus and can lead to tasks taking longer. Incorporating breaks can  
 allow you to be more efficient.


• Improved mood and self-worth 
 Social media can lead to feelings of inadequacy or missing out. It’s important to keep in mind that reality is  
 very different than what may be pictured. Give yourself time away from social media.


• Reduced stress. 
 It’s easy to feel like work is never done when your email inbox is overflowing. By setting boundaries on how  
 often you check your inbox and other notifications,  you can control your stress during the hours you are   
 online.


• Increased physical health 
 Too much time spent in front of your screen can mean less time being physically active. By taking a break   
 from technology, it gives you a chance to incorporate movement throughout your day. 


Technology
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How?


What can teams and leaders do?


• Promote technology free time
 Allow your team to spend time away from their desks during the working day via walking meetings or    
 blocking time during the day to engage in movement or mindfulness. 


• Communicate clear expectations 
 Set clear expectations with your team. Make sure your team knows that during annual leave or time away   
 from the office they should not be checking emails nor are they required to respond. Encourage them to   
 set their out of office email and in their calendar. 


• Set examples and boundaries  
 Communicate what is expected in terms of responding to work emails outside of working hours and role   
 model these behaviours yourself. Your team will look to you for what is expected behaviour, no matter what is  
 communicated. 


Top tips for technology breaks


Read a book Reading is not only rewarding in itself, but it’s 
also a great attention-building practice. Having a 
break from technology will quiet your mind and 
lengthen your attention span. 


Use Do Not Disturb/ Night Shift The ‘Do Not Disturb’ mode on mobile devices 
limits interruptions, helping you to take control of 
your time, and can be configured and scheduled 
to suit your needs.
Switch your phone to ‘Night Shift’ mode in the 
evening.


Limit your app notifications The constant dinging of smartphones and work 
tools such as google chat and emails, texts 
and social media is distracting and breaks 
concentration. Turn off notifications to give your 
attention the space to focus in an absorbed way 
on one thing at a time. 


Go ‘off the grid’ during your  
time off


Turn off your phone and let your people know 
you will be unavailable. Fully disconnecting 
helps you focus on your personal life and can 
contribute to your resilience. 


Give your mind a break By implementing habits such as “no-phones-
during-lunch” or “device-free commutes”, you’ll 
give your mind the space to renew and unwind.


Technology


...
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Rest and recovery checklist


Use the attached checklist to track your progress with incorporating specific rest and recovery habits into your professional and personal life. 


Nutrition Movement Sleep Breaks Mindfulness Technology breaks


Eat a balanced diet and reduce 
simple sugars


Always eat breakfast and lunch


Block out time in your calendar 
for a daily lunch break


Choose healthy snack choices


Drink plenty of water


Get up and stretch regularly 
during the day


Spend at least one break 
throughout the day engaged in 
physical activity


Stand up or go for a walk during 
in person or virtual meetings


Block out time in your calendar 
for movement 


Encourage movement between 
your colleagues and friends


Be consistent with your 
bedtime and wake time


Follow a set of rituals to signal 
you are winding down to 
sleep


Track your sleep to identify 
the quality of sleep you are 
getting


Doing something relaxing 
every night before you go to 
bed


Incorporate napping into your 
day when it works for you


Take regular mini-breaks 
(5-10 minutes)


Get a change of scenery 
and don’t sit in the same 
place all day


Use your annual leave to 
recharge and recover


Create a buffer zone for 
finishing work everyday 
that allows you to transition 
from work to home


End your week and avoid 
weekend or annual leave 
working


Use a regular activity to 
train your mind to be still


Help to settle your mind by 
doing a simple breathing 
exercise


Meditate in the time you 
have available for any 
period of time


Use the time you spend 
eating to focus solely on 
the act of consuming food


Practice five minutes of 
mindfulness before you go 
to bed


Incorporate reading into 
your schedule


Use the ‘do not disturb’ 
and ‘night mode’ functions 
on your devices


Limit your app notifications 


Go off the grid during your 
time off and let people 
know that you will be 
unavailable


Implement habits such as 
“no phones during lunch” 
or “device-free” commute
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Customizable rest and recovery checklist


Use this checklist to note down what you’d like to improve for each of the rest and recovery elements. Remember, don’t try to change too much at once as this will be too overwhelming. Tackle a handful of 
practices at a time until you feel that they have become habits in your professional and personal life. 


Nutrition Movement Sleep Breaks Mindfulness Technology breaks
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Block your O’Clocks 
Guide


Be Well, Work Well
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What is Block your O’Clocks?
The Block your O’Clocks guide is 


made up of four components aimed 


at improving time management 


and productivity, and reducing 


day-to-day stress levels. These 


are:


2


The Power Hour


The 30’ Meeting 


Standard


Defined Working Hours


No Meeting Hours


2
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Block an hour at lunch time in your calendar


Why? 
Studies show that taking a lunch break allows 


your mind to


rest


recharge


refocus
which can directly improve your productivity


for the rest of the day


How?
● On your Calendar, create a new Appointment for 60 


minutes at lunch time (or depending on when in the work 


day makes the most sense for you).


● Set the Appointment to repeat daily to ensure your time 


is blocked every weekday.


● Make sure your team is aware that your Power Hour is 


scheduled and should be respected.


The Power Hour


90%
of employees surveyed by Tork felt that 


lunch breaks helped them feel refreshed


and ready to get back to work*


*Tork, 2019
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Set your default meeting time to 25 minutes instead of 30, or to 45 


minutes instead of 60 minutes


According to TimeBridge*, 25% of 


meeting time can be 


saved by defaulting to 45-50 


minutes over 60 minute meetings


Built-in transition time
between meetings = more 


frequent breaks and 


higher motivation


How?
Option 1: 45’ Meeting Standard


● On your Calendar, click on 


«New Appointment».


● Go to File and scroll down to Options.


● In the Calendar options, select 45 minutes. This will 


make your default meeting length 45 minutes instead of 


60 minutes. 


The 30’ Meeting Standard


Why?


*TimeBridge, 2010
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Option 2: End meetings earlier


● In the same menu you can 


enable this option: reduce the 


time of meetings by a specified 


number of minutes. E.g. you 


can automatically end 1 hour 


meeting 5,10 or 15 minutes 


earlier. 


● This will enable you to ensure


frequent breaks and time to 


prepare for the next meeting.







Regularly dedicate time to focus on doing through No Meeting Hours 


How?
Option 1: No Meeting Hours


● On your Calendar, create a new Appointment titled No 


Meeting Hours and enter the period of time (e.g. 2-3 


hours) you want to block out


● Let your team know you have a No Meeting Hours 


policy in place, and that meetings should be scheduled 


for a different time in the day


Option 2: No Meeting Day


● On your Calendar, create a new Appointment titled No 


Meeting Day and check the All day box to make it last for 


your entire workday 


● Communicate with your team to let them know you have a 


No Meeting Day policy in place, and that meetings 


should be scheduled on another day in the week


No Meeting Hours (NMH)


Why?


*Atlassian


^Csikszentmihalyi, 1990


Uninterrupted 


time to work
Flow state^


(a powerful state of mind 


with increased productivity 


and an optimal state of 


performance) 


31 hours a month are spent in 


unproductive meetings (per person)*


NMH gives you an uninterrupted block of 


time to focus on doing and achieving vs. 


trying to squeeze in work in between meetings
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Why?
Setting boundaries at work is important. 


Blocking off your work hours from personal time 


is key to maintaining work life balance, which 


➔ improves productivity


➔ reduces stress and risk of 


burnout


Prioritizing work-life balance will make sure you 


are healthier - both mentally and physically


Defined Working Hours


Set working hours to let colleagues know when is best to work with you


How?
● Open Outlook > File > Options > Calendar > Work Time


● Choose which days of the week are workdays and then 


enter your working hours from AM to PM.


● Your working hour will define your Outlook calendar: by 


default the days outside the choosen working days will 


not be visible in your calendar. The hours outside the


choosen working hours will remain grey in your


calendar


(e.g. on the right example if your


starting time is 7am) 
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